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Reviewer's report:

This is a well designed analysis looking at the impact of rotavirus vaccine introduction on healthcare utilization for acute gastroenteritis in the UK. An important and novel part of the study assesses vaccine coverage, and impact by socioeconomic status and estimates the expected benefit from increasing vaccine utilization in the most deprived population.

Below are several comments and suggestions:

L149-150: Would be informative to further explain (quantitatively) how different is the study population (Merseyside) from the general population in the UK and why this led the researchers to combine Categories 4/5.

L198-217: Because rotavirus vaccine coverage rates tend to be unstable during early post-introduction period, most vaccine impact evaluations describe annual declines in post-introduction years. In the present study it seems like vaccine uptake was rapid and high coverage was rapidly obtained among vaccine eligible children (figure 1). The authors used the interrupted time-series design and report proportional reductions for the entire post-introduction period. It might be beneficial to report annual pre- and post- introduction rates and rate reductions as well (perhaps add an appendix). Providing the reader with these data would make it easier to compare these data to other studies assessing rotavirus vaccine impact in similar settings.

L285: This is indeed a pioneer study in several aspects but not the first to look at rotavirus vaccine impact in a defined geographic area or across all levels of healthcare settings.

Table 1: Hospital episode statistics - admitted patient care. Did the authors attempt to extract rotavirus-coded hospitalizations by ICD10 code? Seems like rota confirmed hospitalizations were extracted based on lab data (Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust). If these lab data capture all lab confirmed rota hospitalizations I may have missed this part in the methods section.
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